Research printing
Your time sensitive research – printed litho or digitally, in London or
globally – delivered on time, every time

Key Features

Your research needs to get on
desks quickly, globally, grab
attention, and generate value for
your clients.

On-line global ordering and job
management through ClientNet™

‘Any time, any place’ upload, jobtracking
and management information

Split printing via World Research
Link™ (WRL™)

Flexibility and responsiveness to meet
demanding deadlines

24/7 customer service and operations

Scale to accommodate market peaks
and troughs

Large litho operations

With innovative on-line tools,
unrivalled expertise and
ISO 9001 quality assurance,
DG3 is a market leader in
research publishing. Whether
you need ten reports a night or
just one a month, leave it to us
to deliver.

Benefits

The largest colour and monochrome
digital facilities of any research printer
ISO 9001 certification, with quality
assurance managers
Global reach: offices in London, New
York, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Sydney
Innovative templating and workflow
solutions
Flexible invoicing – on paper,
electronically or as an XML feed
AltSource™: interactive webpublishing of PDF documents
Secure premises, secure data, a
comprehensive business continuity
plan

Cost-effective, timely service for shortrun
reports, reprints and presentations
Systems and procedures to ensure your
reports meet your quality standards
Printing and consistency across
locations to reduce time to get reports
on desks and distribution costs
Greater productivity in document
production, with consistency assured
Flexibility to meet your business rules,
ensuring compliance and reducing
administration
Using AltSource™, large files are easily
navigable via a standard web browser to
minimise download times and software
incompatibilities
Peace of mind – data remains
confidential while your business is
protected from interruption

Research printing

A Case In Point
A leading investment bank recently selected DG3 as its global
research printer, covering London, New York, Hong Kong and
Tokyo.
The bank was looking for a single global research printer to ensure
consistency of product and ultimate flexibility in where, when and
how research reports were produced.
The bank also wanted a management information system that
enabled reports to be uploaded anywhere at any time, to be
trackable, and to provide data on what was being produced where.
Other key requirements included experience, security, trust and
value.
DG3 was the natural choice. Through our network of offices in
London, New York, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Sydney, we have
provided global solutions for virtually every major global investment
bank over the past ten years.
ClientNet provides the IT infrastructure necessary to deliver on-line
ordering, job-tracking and management information, covering
all regions; while our consistent quality systems ensure integrity
of data and accuracy of the printed product. The scale of our
operation maximises value for all our clients.

DG3 Group Services
DG3 is a leading global provider of global print and
communications services with locations across four world
regions and a world-class team of over 700 associates.
We believe in making a difference and we do this with some of
the world’s largest and most discerning organisations every day,
delivering superior integrated communications solutions.
Our services include:
Creative and marketing services
Typesetting, document composition and regulatory filing
Desktop, graphics and print outsourcing
In-house litho and advanced digital printing
Print binding and finishing services
Mailing, fulfilment and distribution
Document Process Outsourcing services

printing &
communications
excellence

The bank currently sends up to ten reports a day to various DG3
facilities, and is able to track the production process for all of them.
our group

global
presence

client
focused

Unit C3, Enterprise Business Park, 2 Millharbour, Docklands,
London, E14 9TE, United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7531 0592
www.dg3.com
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business
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